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Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is to
promote and further the technology of electric powered R/C
aeromodeling; encourage competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon
Racing, FAI-F5B/D, Scale, Old Timer, and Pattern Electric
categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored events and
sanctioning “Fun-Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience;
and participate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in area-
wide model aviation events.

Zip Code  92109

Flying Field GPS Coordinates

Latitude  32.7625480  Longitude  1721415

2005 Officers
President
619-298-7592

Vice President
619-925-5357

Secretary
760-583-1926

Treasurer
858-674-1378

Editor
760-967-7259

Safety Officer
619-284-0816

Chairman of the Board
619-865-5929

web site: http://sefsd.org/

Field

Aerospace Museum
Monthly Meeting site

AMA Charter Club 3078

Board of Directors

Chairman of the Board
619-865-5929

President
619-298-7592

Vice President
619-925-5357

Treasurer
858-674-1378

At Large
858-274-7322

At Large
619-479-1321

At Large
619-427-6392

David Pitcairn
dtpitcairn@aol.com

Steven Manganelli
sefsdpres@yahoo.com

Doug Rubin
dougrubin@san.rr.com

Michael Neale
         michaelwneale@earthlink.net

Chuck Grim
chuckgrim@mac.com

Ray Fulks
rwfulks@cox.net

Tim Attaway
trattaway@cox.net

Membership
760-967-7259

Video/DVD/Librarian
858-232-9740

Raffle
619-448-0575

Flight Insructor
858-272-6882

Sylvia Fee
sylviafee@cox.net

Uranna Greene
ugreene@san.rr.com

Robert Abel

Pedro Brantuas
pedro@san.rr.com

Committees

This Month’s Cover

“Mark Leseburg brought (2) electric powered aerobatic
models of the size I alluded to. Both his 46% Ultimate
Biplane and 40’s% Extra 300 were powered by (4) Hacker
C-50s geared to one prop. Each motor in each model was
powered by its own speed control and 10S3P 6000mAH
Lithium Polymer battery pack. Mark’s exciting demos
included precision aerobatics and 3D type maneuvers: it
takes over 46 pounds of thrust to hover a 46 pound model!
Mark had just 5 flights each on these 2 models at the time
of MWE.”

Editor’s Note:  the above paragraph is a “pull quote” from
last month’s excellent article in PEAK CHARGE on the
2005 SEFSD Mid Winter Electrics by President Steven
Manganelli.

Steven Manganelli
sefsdpres@yahoo.com

Doug Rubin
dougrubin@san.rr.com

David Fee
davidfee@cox.net

Michael Neale
         michaelwneale@earthlink.net

Bill Fee
dwfee@cox.net

Steve Neu
          sneu@aol.com

David Pitcairn
dtpitcairn@aol.com
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a calendar of upcoming events
in and near San Diego County

April 23rd Weedwacker Swap Meet
May 14 -15 Riverside IMAC

May 14 - Harbor Soaring Society Fun Fly
May 15 - Orange Coast RC Club Spring Swap Meet

May 21 Palomar Top Dawg Scale Meet
June 4th SEFSD Fun Fly

June 11- 12 Whittier Narrows IMAC
June 18 San Diego County Association of Clubs Team and Fun Fly Chollas Park

July 9th......SDCounty Assoc Swap Meet
July 9th SEFSD Precision Aerobatics Contest

July 16th Probable date for the Balboa Park Swap Meet
July 23rd.....Precision Aerobatics at SEFSD

July 29- 31 CVMRCC Helicopter Fun Fly
August 6-7  Scale Electric 2005 Palomar RC Flyers

August 20-21 San Diego IMAC CVMRCC
Sept 10-11 Prado IMAC

Sept 24 INSITE at the Border
.

Thanks Harbor Packaging El Cajon for
providing 24 cardboard trash containers for our MWE.
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The President’s Corner
By Steve Manganelli

I must once
a g a i n
apolog ize
for not being
with you at
the April

meeting; our meetings seem to
coincide with Ski opportunities!
Thanks in advance to David
Pitcairn for handling this for me.
As past President and Chairman
of the Board, David has a
meeting or two under his belt and
will do a great job! Prior to the
ski trip, both Steve Neu and
myself will be attending the
American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics
Student Design/Build/Fly (DBF)
Competition fly-off in Maryland.
Steve and I are aiding my alma
matter, UCSD, one of 44 schools
sending teams of undergraduate
Engineering students. The DBF
task which changes every year,
is to build a model to carry (2)
3#, 12" long PVC tubes both
internally and on wing pylons
around a 1000' pylon course.
Should make for an interesting
report at next meeting.
Next event near and dear to my
heart is a Pattern Contest held
the weekend of the 9th and 10th
of April at the Riverside R/C Club
field in Perris, CA. Myself, Pedro
Brantuas, Steve Neu and Bruce
Brown from SEFSD participated.
Chuck Grim came along for
moral support and Tony
Fracowiak of Lancaster also flew
electric in this otherwise gas
event. A picture of the E-bunch
should be somewhere in this

issue taken by Chuck Grim.
Capitalizing on the experience
gained from our own Tim Attaway
at last meetings’ Pattern Clinic
and subsequent Pattern Flying
Clinic, Steve N. captured 1st in
Sportsman class and Bruce
Brown 2nd in Advanced class.
Bruce was very happy with the
performance of this Neumotor in
his Chuck Brown designed
model he showed at our March
meeting. Pedro did pretty well in
Intermediate Class and yours
truly was a touch out of the
money also in Sportsman class.
Aside from getting pointers on
my Cuban eights, Tim flew his
own airplane during the Pattern
Clinic and demonstrated an
unusual variation on a maneuver
called a snap roll. Usually, the
model performs an abrupt roll
centered about the nose of the
airplane using full up, full aileron
and full rudder. In Tim’s case, his
model exploded in the middle of
the maneuver, AKA the dreaded
Snap-in-half roll! Sorry Tim, the
devil made me say it! One first
for me is being asked to judge in
the contest. Apparently everyone
has to judge and Steve N. and I
got to judge a round of
Intermediate class; quite an eye
opener to see how other folks
perform the maneuvers. Was a
little disappointed to not see
more E-power flown at this
contest.. With the advent of high-
discharge rate LIPOS and
reliable and efficient Neumotors,
there is certainly nothing
stopping folks from taking the

plunge into AMA pattern where
the models must weigh less than
11 #s and be fully competitive.
Tony F. reports there a lot of folks
sitting on the fence waiting for the
new high rate LIPOS to prove
themselves over a reasonable
number of discharge cycles
before they dive in. We’ll
continue to watch AMA and
IMAC (scale like models) pattern
to see if more E-pattern flyers
come out of the woodwork.
Speaking of contests, our own
schedule for the flying season is
starting to fill up. We have our
hard-core Electro gliders flying
every month led by Pedro B.
Sometime this summer, we will
have a more rigorous pattern
contest/clinic and a Fun Fly type
contest/barbeque both led by
Tim Attaway. We have a San
Diego Association of Model
Clubs team fun fly contest at
Chollas Park coming up, watch
the calendar for that; a scale
contest to be hosted by the
Palomar Flyers up in Fallbrook
this coming August and of course
don’t forget September 10th and
11th (okay, no one will forget 9-
11) as SEFSD hosts the 2005
US FAI-F5B Team Selection
Contest and Intergalactic F-5B
Championships. There will be
some informal F-5B “workup”
sessions where the course will
be set up for on-course practice.
This and F-5D pylon racing
appear on our cover as a
monthly event even though the
actual execution is sporadic. One
change made by the Board at our
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This month’s board meet-
ing took a long look at the
recent past, and explored
the direction in which
SEFSD should move in the
future.

Although many other
things were discussed,
once again, MWE domi-

nated the conversation for a good part of the
evening.  It was agreed that February has been a
repeated loser as a time slot.  Chuck Grim has done
a lot of research on spring weather patterns; not too
surprisingly, the later we schedule the event, the
better the weather will be. The MWE may in reality
become an MSE, or whatever.  (In a subsequent e-
mail, Chuck also produced a list of Easter weekend
dates for the next decade, and suggested  that two
weeks after Easter might be doable if we could live
with an adjustable date each month.)  Why not.

There was further discussion about the sponsor/
vendor differential, and the consensus seemed to be
that we weren’t offering anything of significant
advantage to the sponsor and we didn’t need the
extra money, so....

There was talk about doing away with MWE alto-
gether and just schedule more frequent fun flys.

Michael Neale reviewed last year’s financial picture
and will be providing me with a statement for
publication, probably next month,  He also talked at
length about our status as a non-profit organization,
but there is more work to be done.

There was discussion about the Schedule of Events
as it appears on the front cover of Peak Charge.

An Editorial
by Bill Fee

People have been showing up for F5B and F5D
events as scheduled on the front page, only to find
that no one else showed up, or those who do just
want to fun fly.

In the future, only regular, actively supported events
such as Electroglide and the Monthly Meeting will
show on the cover.  Tim Attaway has kindly pulled
together a calendar of upcoming events that are
scheduled to take place over the next few months at
various Southland venues, including fun flys.  I
plugged in a few “extras” that I was aware of.

A fairly large number of flyers from around and
about plugging various events cross my desk.  I
usually reduce them in size, but at the board’s
suggestion, in the future I may include a minumal
description in the Calendar of Events.

Last but not least, Sylvia made a presentation to the
Board on concerns about the existing Bylaws as they
impact Membership.  In advance of the meeting,
Sylvia e-mailed to members of the Board marked-up
copies of our existing By-Laws with inserted con-
cerns, comments and recommendations of possible
changes, particularly with regard to Membership
and consistency with our AMA charter.  In this
mailing envelope you will find a copy of the By-
laws and the Board’s recommendations for change.

At the April 20th meeting you will have an opportu-
nity to voice your comments, and possibly propose
amendments prior to the vote.

To all you valued contributors of photographs:
naming a file as “Pedro Brantuas Judging.jpg” or
“Joe Schmoe’s SkyHawk.jpg” instead of just
“DSCN00987.jpg” would be a great boon to identi-
fying photos for Peak Charge layouts. Thanks!
rantuas judging

This 36-year-old Canadian legal immigrant found employment as a cost estimator in Southgate with C. E.
Howard Corporation, manufacturer of aluminium and stainless steel storage and pressure vessels. The year
was 1957, and I had not as yet taken to hiding behind a beard.
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last meeting is to replace the rote
statement on the cover with a
“Contest Calendar” on the inside
back cover. This will show actual
planned events vs. just
boilerplate. If no one plans a
contest, there won’t be one
listed!
Next, we need a couple of
volunteers to fill vacancies!
Uranna Greene informed me that
she would no longer be able to
fill the post of video librarian. The
club has a substantial
collection of videos which as
of now, are going to be boxed
up and stored. If they are to
be catalogued and dispensed,
someone has to come forward
and volunteer for this task. Any

video hounds out there? A
second vacancy is raffle
coordinator. No one has as of yet
come forward to take over the
raffle. Right now, we have a
substantial raffle kitty which
once dispensed will be the
end of it if no one volunteers :
how about it folks? All you have
to do is sell the tickets at the
monthly meeting, give out the
prizes and use the $ made to buy
prizes for next month’s raffle. You
say you never buy tickets
because there is nothing you
want to win? If you take over the
raffle, everything should be
something you want to win!
Finally, MWE continues to be
discussed at Board Meetings.

The only consensus we have
come to so far, is that it won’t be
in February! I accepted the task
of developing a ballot that will
allow each member to have a
vote that we can “average” and
then vote aye or nay on how/if
we go forward with MWE.
Certainly, we could use some
more/new blood. So come to the
next Board meeting to express
your participation and opinion!

The main raffle prize for April’s meeting will be an Optic 6 transmitter, by Hitec, with a spectra module.
(all 72 channels) There will be other items also. donated by former club member .

Just wanted you to know I have entered the snapdragon part of my life.
Part of me has snapped........... and the rest of me is draggin.....

Raffle
Robert Abel
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Contest Fun fly ideas
Feather River RC Modelers Newsletter

Art Devol, Editor, Oroville, CA
This is for a fun fly and not a fierce fly; the idea is to have fun.

Taxiing Contest: This is a timed event. Airplanes will start at a start/finish line, taxi to a turn-around line,
and taxi back to the start/finish line. Fastest time wins. Two wheels must remain on the ground at all times.
In the case someone enters a tail dragger, the rear wheel can come off the ground.
Hints: Make sure your steerable wheel is aligned and that your airplane will track straight on the ground.
Apply full down trim to the elevator to keep your airplane from taking off. As soon as possible apply full
throttle while keeping the model moving straight. Somewhere between 40 and 50 feet from the turn around,
decrease the engine’s power to an idle to avoid tipping the aricraft while turning around. Keeping the model
moving in a straight line with full power can be tricky; it would be a good idea to practice before the con-
test. You might have to apply a little down elevator to keep the model from taking off when it picks up
speed.

Timed Take Off and Landing: This is a timed event. The planes take off from beyond a start/finish line.
The stopwatch starts as soon as the model is airborne. The aircraft circles the field, comes in and lands
beyond the start/finish line. The stopwatch stops as soon as all three wheels are back on the ground.
Hints: Try not to gain too much altitude after taking off. After crossing the finish line a spotter will call out
turn. Make a sharp turn, cut power, and come in on a short approach. Make sure you carry enough speed for
the model to land beyond the finish line, or that run will be disqualified.

Spot Landing: Three circles are drawn on the field. Landing inside the small circle will count for five
points, the middle circle four points and the large three points. Two attempts are permitted, scores are added
and the highest score wins.
Hints: This event is not timed. I suggest you make a long approach to the field; this will allow you to line up
with the circles better. On approach, a combination of engine speed and up elevator trim will allow you to
make a shallow, controlled approach at a low speed. As you near the circles, decrease engine speed and drop
down onto the field.

Hands-Off Event: This is a timed event. Take off and climb to 200 to 300 feet. Put in some left or right
rudder or aileron trim, just enough to make the airplane fly a wide, slow turn. Add enough up-elevator trim
and engine speed to keep the airplane from losing altitude in its slow turn. When you are happy with the
trim, put the transmitter down and tell the timer to start. Before the model hits the ground or flies out of
sight pick up the transmitter and the stop watch records the total hands-off time.
Hints: You will have to adjust for any wind by starting upwind. How much engine speed you let the airplane
fly with will depend on the design of your airplane. Too much speed and it will gain too much altitude. Not
enough speed and you will have a short run. Make sure you have a full fuel tank.
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Bruce Brown &
Steve Manganelli

Chuck & Bruce Brown

Pedro Brantuas judging

Steve M flying & Steve N calling
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The Open Electroglide

     Pilot        Freq.  Model      Toss 1    Toss 2     Toss 3     Total
Russ Parks 26 Apex      104      56       68     228
Dave Kemper 37 Pulsar 2000M     89      25       65     179
Jon Colton 19 Silent Dreams    39              52               53     144
Roger Pederson 55 Mistral       65              41               27     133

Don Wemple 43 2M Bird       17              31               30               78

Alice and Frank are bungee-jumping one day. Alice
says to Frank, “You know, we could make a lot of
money running our own bungee-jumping service in
Mexico.”

Frank thinks this is a great idea, so they pool their
money and buy everything they’ll need:  a tower, an
elastic cord, insurance, etc. They travel to Mexico
and begin to set up on the square.

As they are constructing the tower, a crowd begins to
assemble. Slowly, more and more people gather to
watch them at work. When they had finished, there
was such a crowd they thought it would be a good
idea to give a demonstration.

Bungee-Jumping

So, Alice jumps. She bounces at the end of the cord,
but when she comes back up, Frank notices that she
has a few cuts and scratches. Unfortunately, Frank
isn’t able to catch her and she falls again, bounces
and comes back up again. This time, she is bruised
and bleeding. Again, Frank misses her. Alice falls
again and bounces back up. This time she comes
back pretty messed up--she’s got a couple of broken
bones and is almost unconscious.

Luckily, Frank finally catches her this time and says,
“What happened? Was the cord too long?” Barely
able to speak, Alice gasps, “No, the Bungee  cord
was fine...it was the crowd!”

WHAT THE HECK IS A PIÑATA?

Thanks to the faith and dedication of Don Wemple, and his faithful flock, Electroglide
has grown and split into two divisions, offering something for everybody (well, al-
most).  It is our only year-long event ocurring at the same time and place each month.

Although the enthusiasts show up like clockwork, Don, or Pedro or whoever will send out
an e-mail reminder to the regulars.

You are never too young or too old, too unskilled a pilot or too good (Pedro?), too poor
equipment-wise, whatever.  Almost anyone with an RC electric model can join the fun, and
most who get involved come back again and again.

Bill Fee
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.

 

How do I get all these articles from far-away places?
And why?

The AMA National Newsletter is published for
club newsletter editors. It is a compilation of AMA
Headquarters’ news, articles, tips, cartoons, and
humor gathered from club newsletters across the
country. Whenever possible, the original source of
the article is published.

Articles reprinted in the National Newsletter from
other sources do not necessarily reflect the opinion
of the Academy nor are these articles intended to be
endorsements of particular products by the Academy.

Every effort is made to ensure that the information
contained herein is accurate but the Academy of
Model Aeronautics is not responsible for errors or
omissions. No responsibility is assumed, expressed,
or implied as to suitability, safety or approval of any
material in this newsletter. Any party using anything
expressed herein does so at his or her own risk and
discretion without recourse against anyone.

Contributions to the National Newsletter are wel-
come! Credit will be noted and given when due. The
Academy reserves the right to edit or reject any
material submitted for publication.

Permission is granted for quoting or reprinting items
contained herein, provided attributes accompany the
piece. anddiscretion without recourse against any-
one. Contributions to the National Newsletter are
welcome! Credit will be noted and given when due.
The Academy reserves the right to edit or reject any
material submitted for publication.

Note:  In the recent past this information was only
available in hard copy, which was randomly mailed
to the Treasurer of a club (rather than the Editor,
since the Treasurer is designated by AMA the “offi-
cial” contact individual in a club). Now it is printed
monthly (or when fresh information is available) on
AMA’s web page
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San Diego Electroglide and Open Electroglide for March

26 March 2005 

We get bigger and bigger!  This month Thirteen pilots in the speed 400 event and Five in the 
Open!
I still believe that we can easily handle 20 pilots tossing at the same time.  If we keep growing 
like this, perhaps we’ll find out!!

In the Speed 400, Pedro Brantuas continues to score big, with three consecutive landings in the 
money for 20, 10 and 20 points..... and his 14 minute, 40 second flight on the third toss,  certainly 
didn’t hurt his scoring either!

Russ Parks continued his dominance in the Open Electroglide.  Russ., like Pedro, scored in all 
three landings for bonus points --  20, 10, and 10.  His first toss netted 13 minutes and 58 
seconds, too.

The April Electroglide will be, Saturday, April 30th.  If you can’t join us in the flying, come out 
and take a look at this fun Club Event.  the first toss will be at 9:30.

Don Wemple

The San Diego Electroglide

   Pilot     Freq.   Model       Toss 1     Toss 2    Toss 3     Total

Pedro Brantuas 48 Lil Bird ll 61 48 88 227

Dave Kemper 37 Pulsar 2000M 65 59 58 182
Russ Parks 26 Sky Sergio 50 58 64 172 
Bob Anson 31 Sumo 49 45 47 141
Robert Stinson 20 Ascent 24 60 43 127
Don Wemple 43 Lil Bird llM 45 49 33 127
Roger Pedersen 55 Pulsar 2000M 57 34 33 124
Everett Williams 58 Bvd Racing 42 18 28 88 
Frank Gagliardi 57 Pinnacle 57 37 0 48
Dick Prentice 08 Easy Lander 0 20 27 47
Stelio Jackson 52 Graupner Terry 17 20 0 37
Richard Rebuanttes 25 Easy Lander 18 0 0 18
Dick Kantner 32 F5DVH 16 0 0 16
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Minutes from the March Meeting
by David Fee

Old Business-
Steve Manganelli requested
that anyone interested in the
planning and development of
MWE 2006 contact him
directly.  The mid winter
electrics will be moving to a
later time of year to minimize
the chance of rain, so the

planning committee is looking for input.

Doug Rubin mentioned that there have again been
reports of modelers flying too close to birds.  Please
be advised that such activity is unsafe and unwise,
and is not viewed lightly by local wildlife advocates
and city officials.  Do not fly near birds!

New Business-
Frank Gagliardi mentioned the San Diego
Association of Model Clubs Fun Fly, which is
coming soon.  It will be held at the Chollas Park R/C
Flyers field on June 18th.  Last year, SEFSD came in
second for the team competiton.  Individuals as well
as teams are welcome, and it’s a great time for all.
There will be a food vendor on site, with flight
demos during lunch.  There will be ground and flight
events, including bomb drops, postal carriers, ground
taxi maneuvers and one mystery event.  There will
be awards, so come out and participate!

Club Raffle-
The raffle was postponed until next month, so it will
be twice as big… make sure to attend!

Show & Tell-
Bruce Brown brought his big and beautiful new
pattern plane.  It’s styled after a Giles, but stretched
to a 6’x6’ (square) layout.  It has approximately 900
square inches of wing area, sports a 10s3p lipoly
battery pack, and spins a 20x11 APC prop on a
NeuMotors 1515-3Delta motor.  Built by his very
skilled father, Chuck Brown, the pattern plane has an

all up weight of about 11 pounds and uses a Jeti 77
opto ESC.  Chuck said it took him about 3 months to
build.

Frank Gagliardi brought a very nice DC3 “Puff”
conversion of a model he’s had for some time.  He
removed the film covering and added light glass
with polyurethane.  He painted it with latex paints
from Gemco (Remember that place? If you do,
here’s a fun website:  http://www.royhooper.com/
gemco.htm).  The puff flies on two Astro 05 cobalts,
with an 18 cell 2000 mAh pack.  He’s using cut-
down 10x8 3-blade props, which look great.

Frank also mentioned the Palomar R/C Flyers Scale
2005 meet, coming up August 6-7.

Mike Blott showed us a tiny channel-selectable
synthesized Rx (no crystals).  He’s testing it, but so
far it has demonstrated only limited range.  The
manufacturer has a newer version coming out which
promises to have excellent range.  He also brought a
micro space shuttle, powered by an IPS motor and
GWS 3x3 prop, and the whole thing only weighs 3oz
RTF.

Steve Neu demonstrated the “adequate” thrust of his
new Quiet Storm from Fliton.  It’s a pattern-style
model with full 3D capability.  Steve has a 3s 1350
Kokam pack in it, powering the 1105 3-turn geared
motor and 12x8 APC prop.  Yes, it’s a NeuMotor!
Current is about 23A at wide open throttle and he
says the flying weight is also about 23 ounces.

Bill from Hobby Town showed a cool little electric
helicopter from Hirobo.  It has no tail rotor, but uses
counter-rotating blades for torque control.  Bill and
Steve Neu took turns flying it around the stage.  Bill
says the whole setup goes for about $350.

Entertainment-
Doug Rubin showed some really cool slides from
various meets, and then Tim Attaway gave a very
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A few projects, including a hotel, have been pro-
posed over the years, only to be undone at least
partly by worries about land contamination.

Chemical deposits, some thought to have
come from military operations, were common when
the dump operated. These days, some of the indus-
trial agents are classified as hazardous. In addition,
new technology allows for air and soil assessments
not possible in earlier studies.
Environmental and human health concerns include
the release of noxious gases from buried chemicals
and the possibility that they will or have leaked into
the bay. There is no full accounting of what lies
beneath the surface or even the landfill’s size.
In December 2003, Mayor Dick Murphy declared in
a letter to regional water pollution officers that
“every credible expert, every credible study and
every agency with jurisdiction over the landfill has
concluded there is no public health problem.”
But that didn’t end the concern.
Six months later, City Councilwoman Donna Frye
announced the start of another environmental assess-
ment of the site. If health problems are discovered in
this latest study, the researchers will suggest ways to
reduce such risks.
“Until the study occurs and we get some very care-
fully processed tests and scientific (data), there will
always be this level of concern,” said Judy Swink, a
San Diego resident who serves on the study over-
sight panel. “We have found in so many places
elsewhere in the country that there has been reason
for concern.”
Most of the monitoring data has been collected by
the consulting firm of SCS Engineers, which is
assessing the risk to people and the environment.
The human category will include the effects of
landfill exposure on transients, the park’s recre-
ational users, children and people who work nearby.
At 10 a.m. Friday, the oversight panel will meet at
the city administration building to shape the ecologi-
cal risk report. The initial proposal is to assess the
effects of the landfill on ground squirrels, the north-
ern harrier, the mourning dove and the killdeer.
Members of the advisory panel say nothing they’ve
seen indicates a major problem.
“I don’t think they are going to come up with any
disaster,” said Jeoffry Gordon, a committee member

and doctor with the Ocean Beach Medical Group.
Like many residents, Gordon was skeptical of
previous studies. For instance, he said, the methodol-
ogy used for an earlier report could have masked
environmental hazards at the old landfill. He de-
scribed the current study as solid and praised the
consulting company.
“They should be able to put this matter to rest,”
Gordon said.
That won’t be the case for Mission Bay Park Toxic
Cleanup, a group of San Diego activists who have
researched the issue for years. One of them, Scott
Andrews, said the current study is flawed.
He cites a number of alleged problems: Delays in
making information public and conflicts of interest
with the city conducting its own report about a
prized park, for example.
“Unfortunately, the site tests as designed continue
the city’s cover-up of a dangerous military toxic
waste dump,” he said.
Andrews expressed interest in Jeremijenko’s ap-
proach to finding pollution.
In their original state, the robotic pooches – sold at
various toy stores – sing the national anthem, bark or
wag their tails. About two dozen models exist.
The dogs, sold used for a few dollars on the Internet,
offer the cheapest robotics technology platform
available, Jeremijenko said.
Besides generating attention about pollution, she
wants to turn the toy industry on itself by using
company products to assess landfills where thou-
sands of toys are destined for burial.
“These things have a six-month life span and they all
end up in the trash,” said Tristan Shone, a UCSD
graduate student and assistant to Jeremijenko. “We
are sort of sending the dogs back.”
Jeremijenko developed the project a few years ago
while on the engineering faculty at Yale University.
Since then, she has watched copycat projects crop up
in Florida, New York and Europe.
Instructions for “hacking” robotic dogs are shared at
no cost on the Internet, a dig at the corporations that
copyright products for mass distribution.
Despite the technical glitches, Frye praised the
project when she inspected the dogs yesterday
afternoon.
“It’s unusual. It’s unique,” she told the students. “It
attracts the public’s attention to the science issues.”
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informative introduction to precision aerobatics.  He
invited everyone to come out and fly, and he offered
to help trim models for precision flight.

 
Mike Blott  brought a “show and tell”  
Guillows foam catalput glider of the space shuttle 
conversion
 
RTF weight 3oz
uses GWS ips motor with 3 x3 prop pusher
340 2 cell Lipoly
GWS receiver
Blue arrow 3.6 gram servos
micro antenna

This February the US Navy placed the nuclear-
powered attack submarine USS Jimmy Carter
(SSN-23) in commission. Jimmy Carter is the latest
and last of the Seawolf-class attack submarines.
During construction, Jimmy Carter received exten-
sive modifications in order to conduct ‘special
missions’, meaning classified hush-hush operations
that we’ll never hear about. The kind of modifica-
tions that were done to the boat is also classified,
but as is often the case, some enterprising photogra-
pher managed to get a picture of the boat.
I must say that I am stunned.

Normal Monthly Preciptation, Inches

NORMALS 1961-90                   YRS     JAN    FEB    MAR    APR    MAY

SAN DIEGO, CA                                30        1.80     1.53      1.77      0.79      0.19
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Sniffing out pollution
Canine robots are to get a whiff of an old landfill

Mike Lee 
STAFF WRITER
March 16, 2005

SCOTT LINNETT / Union-Tribune

The shiny, plastic pollution pooches are less than a
foot tall, with Breathalyzer-type sensors in their
noses.
Only one worked during a test run yesterday, how-
ever. Its motors hummed across the terrain, then
stalled on the uneven ground.
The robotic dog didn’t appear to go far enough to
detect anything amiss, and designers returned to the
lab in hopes of perfecting their machines for the
public rollout.
If all goes well, the canines will converge on a
pollution hot spot.
Jeremijenko invented the so-called mediagenic dogs
to draw attention to the consequences of a throw-
away society and the environmental problems of
modern life.
“I can poten-
tially interest
people who
wouldn’t other-
wise be inter-
ested,” she said.
“That is what
this site needs –
the ongoing
distributed
intelligence of
all of us think-
ing about what
. . . do we do.”
Mystery about
the landfill’s
contents has
haunted the site,
which is adja-
cent to SeaWorld and the San Diego River. The city
operated it as a landfill from 1952 to 1959, accepting
municipal and industrial wastes.
Later, the garbage was covered with spoils from
Mission Bay dredging. Today, it’s mostly open land.

A used robotic dog got its sniffer tuned up for its role
as a pollution hound. John Calmeyer, a senior at
UCSD, was the high-tech surgeon for this old toy,
one of about eight that will be turned loose to sniff
out problems at an old landfill.
In a room littered with computer parts, half-eaten
lunches and decapitated robotic dogs, a handful of
UCSD students have spent the past 10 weeks turning
toys into pollu-
tion sleuths.
Their goal is to
detect toxic
fumes that might
be wafting over
the long-closed
Mission Bay
landfill, once a
city dump on the
southern edge of Mission Bay Park, a prime recre-
ation and tourist spot.
The 115-acre parcel, now used partly as a radio-
controlled airplane landing strip, is dotted with
wildflowers and weeds. It remains open to the public
despite environmental concerns that are the subject
of a $500,000 city-sponsored analysis slated for
completion in June.
That detailed assessment was launched last year to
answer decades of uncertainty about the site’s safety.
Any number of air, water and soil samples have been
taken from the site since the 1970s, and consultants
are in the process of interpreting the newest data.
At noon today, University of California San Diego
professor Natalie Jeremijenko and students in her art
and technology class will unleash a pack of about
eight junkyard dogs at the site. The toys have been
surgically enhanced with all-terrain wheels, air-
sampling devices and computer programs to track
what they find.
“We have upgraded their raison d’etre,” Jeremijenko
said.


